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THE ANCHOR, TUESDAY, MARCH 29, 1977

Parliament

Impeaches Member

Off
ce and
NSL.Conferencommittees,
he is barred from participating

~illiam "Bill" Morris heard on the morning of
Friday, March 18, that Student Parliament had
freed him on charges of attempting to obtain
m~ney under false pretenses, but had found him
of
majority
by the two-thirds
gmlty
misrepresenting the National Student Lobby
(NSL).
The meeting was attended by 23 members· of
Student Parliament, twenty of whom sat through
the p~blic hearinir which lasted from 8:00 p.m. on
the mght_of Thursday, March 17;-until 2:40 a.m.
and the deliberation which ensued in camera at
which the decision was not voted until 4: 15 a.m.
The charges arose out of an attempt by Mr.
Morris to secure $(391 in student activity-fee
monies to attend the NSL conference in
Washington between April 1 and 5, and from
sta~ements made to the Finance Commission,
which voted to appropriate the money, saying that
delegates to the conference were required to stay
at the Quality Inn, Capital Hill, Washington D.C..
Lodging at this hotel entailed hotel expenditure of
$50.00a day single, $70.00a day double, without
meals provided.

At an earlier meeting on Wednesday, March 16,
Student Parliament voted to rescind the allocation
of $1,391,which had been voted a week earlier, as a
result of a petition signed by several members of
Student Parliament. This amount of money had
been agreed to previously by a vote of 14 - 12 to
allow Student President, Joanne Bronga, Vice
'-- President, Barbara McElroy, and "Bill" Morris to
represent RIC Student Government at the NSL
conference.
The impeachment of Morris means that he is .
expelled from Student Parliament and all its

in RIC Student Parliament at any time in the
future. This is the first time that RIC Student
Parliament has moved to impeach a member.
Bill Morris was a member of the Finance
Commission, Chairman of both the Audit Committee and Apportionment Committee, a member
of the Board of College Discipline, Conditions and
Services Committee, Performance Arts Committee, Constitutions Committee, and was Student
Parliament representative of the Political Science
majors.
Evidence for the impeachment was that Bill
Morris had made a budget for the conference and
submitted it to the Finance Commission, stating
that he had obtained information from NSL
concerning the conference. A later check by
Student Parliament members had discovered that
the information as stated by Morris was false.
According to those levying the charges there had
been a number of irregularities about the
proceedings of the Finance Commission meeting.
Mr. Morris, in conducting his own defense, said
he had been "railroaded" in the hearing. He said
that a number of witnesses who should have been
called were not present and that they had been
vital to his defense. He felt that there were persons
at the meeting who had been more familiar with
the conference but had not sought to correct him.
In summation he urged that the body separate any
personal feelings from the evidence that was
presented and stated that the whole matter had
been an error in judgment.
Evidence for Student Parliament was conducted
by Brian Taft. A notable absentee from the
proceedings was Student President, Joanne
Bronga, who had reported ill a day earlier.
Adrian Kirton

S1'UDENT GOVERNMENT (An Overview)

Elections for RIC Student
Community Government will be
held on May 11, 1977.These annual
elections attract the interest of a
very small percentage of the
school population. This is a pity,
for Student Parliament is the
student body's representative
government at RIC.
This year it is hoped that through
coverage by the Anchor and
recent
highlighting
through
developments in related areas in
the college, students will show that
they do really care.
Student Government has the
potential to improve the lot of the
RIC student. This was evident in
January, 1976, when that body
organized a petition requiring the
college to make some changes in
the calendar year, so that the fall
semester examinations would be
finished before Christmas. There
was a petition signed by almost two
thousand of the students, and the
college administration set to work,
so that in the 1976 fall semester,
examinations were finished by
Christmas.
Student Community Government
also allocates the student activity
fee which is paid by ev~ry student.
Presently, this fee is $15.00 for
but Student
undergraduates,
Government has already agreed to
an increase of $5.00 and awaits
approval from the Board of
Regents, the final authority at RIC.
This means that with the increase,
which is sure to be approved, the
Student Government will be
handling close to one quarter of a
million dollars in student money.

which meets on alternative
Wednesdays. This body consists of
32 members elected in five constituencies made up as follows:
1. Humanities - Art, English,
History, Modern Languages,
Music, Philosophy & Foundations
of Education, and Speech &
Theatre. (757majors this year will
elect 5 seats; had 4 seats last
year).
11. • Mathematics - Biology,
and
Nursing,
Mathematics,
Physical Sciences. (731majors this
year will elect 5 seats; had 4 seats
last year).
Sciences
Social
111.
& Geography,
Anthropology
Economics, Political Science,
Social Science,
Psychology,
ConcentraInterdepartmental
tions. (843 majors this year will
elect 6 seats; had 8 seats last
year).
IV. Education - Health &
Physical Education, Industrial
in
Education, Concentrations
Education. (597 majors will retain
4 seats this year).
V. At Large (5 seats this year,
had 4 seats last year), Dormitories
(1 seat for each dormitory),
Alumni (1 seat), Performance
Matriculating students (1 seat).
Each constituency member may
be elected through the presentation
of a number of signatures equal to
a quarter of the number of majors
in the department for which they
are seekin_g election, or 50
signatures, whichever may be less.
If more than two persons should
become eligible in this 'way then
there must be a run-off election.
How Parliament Is Made Up
At the first meeting of Student
The business of Student Com- Parliament, the members select
munity Government is conducted its President and Speaker. The
through Student Parliament,
President is then empowered to

AS I SEE IT
At its next meeting on March 30,
1977, Student Parliament will be
considering a9 amendment to the
by-laws. This amendment if
proposed, would mean that all
posts in Student
Executive
Government - the President, the
Secretary,
President,
Vice
Treasurer, .and the offices of
Speaker and Deputy Speaker
would be contested in open elections.
This amendment requires a twoin Student
majority
thirds
the
to change
Parliament
By-laws and a
Parliamentary
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simple majority of voting members in the student body if it is to be
enacted. If the amendment is
approved in Parliament there will
be a referendum shortly. Terrance
Turner, who has tabled the
amendment, is hoping that this
matter can be speedily concluded
so that the elections can be conducted under the amended constitution.
This proposed amendment in the
by-laws could be a benificial one
for Student Government and for
the students themselves if a
( Continued on Page 4)

the Vice President,
select
Secretary and Treasurer; and the
Speaker is empowered to select
his-her Deputy Speaker.
The objectives of the Student,
Community Government are listed
in the Constitution as follows:
ARTICLE II: Purpose
2.1 To provide a means for
responsible and effective student
participation in, and regulation of,
student affairs.
2.2 To serve as the official
spokesbody of the students in
matters of College concern.
2.3 To provide for mutual and
beneficial understanding between
adand
students, , faculty
ministration.
2.4 To further student interest and
welfare.
2.5 To support academic freedom
and responsibility along with
student's rights and responsibilities.
2.6 To enhance education, social,
and cultural opportunities.
2.7 To seek to define students'
interests, evaluate their problems
and facilitate their development.
2.8 To assume the powers, duties
of Rhode
and responsibilities
Island College Student Community
Government.

Student Census
Released
more favorable responses than did
the food.
Notably, for most of those answering the questionnaire, the
Anchor is tlie primary source of
information on campus. Of interest
is that word-of-mouth ranked
second and bulletin boards third
for full time students, and word-ofmouth and FOCUS second and
third, respectively, for part time
students.
Also solicited were opinions on
an on~campus post office, mail
boxes, and_ academic support
services. Many people responded
Some highlights include the favorably to questions asking
discovery that nearly one-quarter whether they would be interested
(22 per cent) of RIC's undergrads in improving reading skills,
live in their own apartments, and writing skills, test taking abilities •
not with their parents or relatives. and improving time management.
More than ten per cent of the un- Also there was high jnterest in
dergrads are married, and 11 per counseling services ..
cent of the full time undergrads
There was also a spot on the
and 18 per cent of the part timers
students are bilingual. According questionnaire for open responses.
to the census, French is the most- Among responses were sugcommon second language among gestions to. improve parking_
RIC students. Dr. Prull theorized , facilities and security in the loss;
that RIC serves quite a few establish a bank on campus; place
students from the Woonsocket , coffee machines in each building;
the plow sidewalks and roads better
explaining
thus
area,
predominance of the language. He after storms; improve bus service
said French-speaking people here to RIC; extend library hours; and
may not be obvious because they provide more study areas. In the
"Academic
labeled
know English so well that they area
have no accent, whereas other Environment" by the census, there
were suggestions to offer new or
minority students do.
expanded courses in journalism,
Among other points of interest is foreign languages, nutrition, and
that half of the dorm residents other areas. Another suggestion
reportedly work more than eight was that there should be more
hours per week. Median income for afternoon and evening courses in
working students as a whole is nursing. There was one comment
$37.00 per week. The census that said that RIC was too tolerant
reveals high interest in new of inadequate course work.
courses in Women's studies and
Dr. Richard Prull said that much
gerentology, as well as high inof the information contained in the
terest in Computer science,
medieval and renaissance studies, census will be used directly and
indirectly to affect changes at the
and journalism.
With respect to academic.. ad- school. He said that he hopes
visors, the census shows that people will take advantage of the
students feel they (advisors) are information,15nd that in the future,
accessible, although many (over 40 more students will take the time to
per cent) have never spoken with respond to questionnaires of this
them. However, those who did see type. He further stated that the poll
advisors reported that their advice is a chance to voice opinions and
feelings and to express needs. Of
was adequate or helpful.
the 2,000 people who received the
Of no surprise is the complaint poll in the mail, approximately
that the quality of food in Donovan 1,000 completed and returned
is poor, though among commuters them. Further information about
opinions on this question were the census is ·available by conmore varied than among dorm tacting Dr. Richard Prull in the
residents. Also, the service and • Counseling and Special Services
physical plant at Donovan received Center, CL 128.
Dr. Richard Prull, of the Office
of Counseling and Special Services,
has compiled and released the
results of a questionnaire sent to
2,000undergraduates over the midyear vacation. The census is intended to make public students'
needs, and opinions on various
topics. This information is conside~d when planning for the
future of the college and various
departments and services. In
addition, the poll has gathered
demographic information about
the student body at RIC.

RIC Students' Film To Be Shown
During Black Awareness Week
A video tape produced by two country while the music of Bessie
RIC students, Joseph Rossi and Smith and Billie Holiday are
Dennis Binette, will be aired daily played in the background.
Many of the still photographs
on RIC TV during Black
Awareness Week, March 28 to used in the video tape were taken
April 1. The video tape entitled in Providence by Joseph Rossi and
"From Tortured Souls Arise" was ,, Dennis Binette. Music by Scott
prepared as part of the General Joplin,. Stevie. Wonder and Aretha
Race and Frankhn provide a backdrop for a
Studies Seminar,
Racism, led by Dr. Carolyn highly charged series of stills
• the depicting life for black and
of
Fluehr-Lobban
De- minority people in America.
Anthropology-Geography
Poetry readings like "Song for a
partment.
Dark Girl" and "Harlem" read by
The half-hour video presentation Suki Jones and Yolande Bryant
is a moving historical documen- along with a dramatic presentation
tary and a stunning indictment of of Martin Luther King's "I Have a
racism in America from the mid- Dream" speech continue the
nineteenth century to the present. emotional high pitch of the film.
While the film focuses on inWhen the film was shown for the
stitutional forms of racism, it also
first time in the Race and Racism
important
the
highlights
achievements of black American seminar, there was a spontaneous
burst of applause by the students,
such as Frederick
leaders
Douglass, W.E.B. DuBois and •black and white, along with a
Martin Luther King. It vividly standing ovation. The title of the
portrays the contemporary con- film is taken from some lines of
ditions of black people in this poetry by the black writer, Paul L.

Dunbar, - ''We smile, but oh great
Christ, our cries to thee from
tortured souls arise."
This year the video tape will be
submitted to the national Ithaca
Film Video Competition in New
York. Joe Rossi, an Art Education
major, and Dennis Binette, an
English major, have collaborated
on several films before, but this is
their first documentary. The whole
RIC community is urged to attend
as many of the Black Awareness
week events as possible, and
seeing "From Tortured Souls
Arise" on RIC TV is a must. All
showings will be on Channel 4, RIC
TV, at the following times:
Monday: 9 a.m.; 10 a.m.; l 'p.m.;
2 p.m.
Tuesday: 9 a.m.; 10 a.m.; 1
p.m.; 2 p.m.
Wednesday: 11 a.m.; 2 p.m.; 3
p.m.
Thursday: 9 a.m.; 11 a.m.;
p.m.; 2 p.m.
Friday: 9 a.m.; 11 a.m.; 1 p.m.
-Dr. Carolyn Fluehr-Lobban
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,..

to the editor
Criticizes Interpretation

of Poem

lllt[~III

TliE

• Founded in 1928
The Anchor is located on .the third floor of the Student
UnioJt. Our mailing address is:
THE ANCHOR
Rhode Island College
600 Mount Pleasant Avenue
Providence, Rhode Island 02908

Telephone, 456-8257 or ext. 8257
Dear Editor:
As many know, the RIC Dance
Company performed over the
weekend of the 12th to a diversified
and rather confused audience. In·
the past Dr. Fannie Melcer has
been known for her acute
awareness of the aesthetic and
technical aspects of dance. But
during the intermissions, there
was serious talk questioning many
of ,Dr. Melcer's techniques and
int~rpretations used in this particular concert.
The dance that troubled me the
most was entitled, "Star Song for
Wo?1en." The arrangement for

this dance was based upon a poem
written by Robyn Rodrigues, the
1976recipient of the Jean Garrigue
Award given for excellence in
creative writing. The poem was
written by a woman, and as the
title ("Star Song for Women")
implies, is about women. It praises
women and elevates them to a
breathless, celestial height. Why,
then, did Dr. Melcer have men
read the poem during the three
performances? It is more than
obvious that Ms. Rodrigues is
referring to women only. In fact,
the entire poem is written in the
nominative case:

are the ageless ones ...
remain elusive, aloof,
spectacular arrangements
for
sight...
Instead, we lunch on emeralds ...
We
We

By having men read "Star Song
for Women,"
Dr.
Melcer
demonstrated
a lack of und~rstanding of the poem, and, thus,
did an injustice not only to Ms.
Rodrigues, but to all lovers of
language. It is a shame that the
poem had to be distorted in order to
fit the chaotic format of this
concert's program.
Sincerely, Fred Camera

l

. The Anchor is composed weekly during the school year. It is
prmted by J?hoto-offsetby Ware River News, 4 Church Street,
Ware, Mass.
Advertising is sold at the rate of $2.00 per column inch. A 20 per
cent discount is -allowed campus organizations.Ads
in "Free,
Classifieds" are free to all members of the RIC community. For
further information, consult our advertising manager.

All edi~ori~ decisions for The Anchor are made entirely by its
student. editorial board. No form of censorship will be imposed.
However, material found unacceptable or unsuitable in their
opinion will no~ ~ published. All unsolicited material, including
Letters to the Editor, must include the name and address of the
author. Names may be withheld upon request. Views appearing in
The Anchor do not necessarily reflect those of the administration,
faculty or staff of the college. Unsigned editorials reflect the views
of The Anchor editorial board.
ANCHOR

\Opposed to Lobby Trip
nea1
Editor:
I amfully opposed to

seeing
$1,40Qgo to finance a trip for three
members of Parliament to go to
Washington. I am not opposed to
the idea of the trip, but I do feel
that $1400is an excessive amount
of rrtoney for three days in
Washmgton.
During the semester break, Greg
Markley and I went to Washington
to re1;>resent the Anchor at the
Inauguration. For approximately
$125each, we had transportation,
meals and lodging. We paid for this
from our own pockets and so I feel
that a figure of $1400is quite excessive. I would have preferred it if
Parliament had voted to repay the
students for their actual expenses
rather than voting them the sum
that they requested.
John E. Kokolski

Editor's Mote:

Dear Editor:
A.C.T.F., the people involved were
After reading last issue's
given just $10.00 a day for food.
Anchor, I was thoroughly upset Anyway, there is always a
with Mr. Morris' proposal that the McDonald's around.
delegation going to Washington
need $1400to exist for three days. If
3. Finally, there is transwe were to itemize each expense portation. Unless our esteemed
they would encounter·, it might add delegation is going by "The Conup this way.
corde", the transportation
involved should be the least ex. 1. For these people for three days pensive mode, preferably Amtrak
m an average hotel would ap- train which is both efficient and
proximately cost $225.
comfortable. It costs $47.50 round
trip. Also we'll have to figure some
2. For food it should cost no more inner city transportation such as
than $15.00 a day per person. At bus and that should total about
this price it would cost $135.00.In $25.00at the most.
addition to this I'm sure the conWe now end up at a figure of $525.
vention will supply some refreshment, if not a banquet of some sort. Now I ask why is $1400needed. I
So maybe $15.00a day is too high. don't know. Ask Mr. Morris, or Ms.
When the RIC Theatre Dept. went Bronga or Ms. McElroy.
Dante Bellini, Jr.
to the U. of New Hampshire, for the

At a Special Meeting on March 16 RIC Student Community
Government rescinded the above mentioned appropriation and
disapproved of the allocation. It appears that there will be no one
going to the NSL conference.

A Reply to Anti-Era Humbuggery
What addlepated nonsense!
What
muddled
humbug!
Congressman Beard and Mrs.
Judith Ryder recited nearly every
spurious, silly objection to ERA
including the one about sexual
desegregation of public restrooms.
Since each and every horror raised
by both people has been answered
repeatedly, it may be like throwing
a grain of sand at a hog to suppose
another rebuttal would make any
difference. But, for someone else
who might wonder, be assured that
virtually nothing of what either of
them said is reasonable or true.
Congressman Beard does not
seem to understand what the U.S.
Constitution is supposed to be or
do. It is not a statute book.
(However, he is not alone in this
confusion. After all, they once
adopted the Prohibition Amendment; and lots of people are
whirling around trying to get an
anti-abortion amendment, an antibusing amendment, a school
prayer amendment, and other such
things). The Constitution was
meant to establish an apparatus of
government, and set its limits.
The ERA is such a statement or
principle with an enabling s~ction
to permit Congress to legislate.

Instead,
Mr. Beard wants
everything spelled out. That would
require an amendment of indeterminate length, with as many
parts as possible applications and
interpretations. For that purpose
we have legislatures and courts:
they will decide the statutes and
their construction. The ERA would
simply state the general principle
to be followed. The applications
would still have to be approved by
legislatures and courts.
What can one say about Mrs.
Ryder's defense of the Christian
family against all the imagined
terrors resultant from the ERA?
What happens is that the opposition
latches on to the most weird and
wild conception of the possibilities
(most of which they have conjured
from a fever or nightmare) and
then trots it around as if it were
really possible. All I can say is that
every argument Mrs. Ryder made
could have been lifted from the
National Association Opposed to
Woman Suffrage. Hardly a syllable
has changed. All you have to do is
to insert "Woman Suffrage"
wherever "ERA" occurs, and you
will be reading the anti-suffrage
rant of seventy years ago. Suffrage
for women was going to destroy the

home, break up the family,
nationalize the children, force
women to work against their will,
etc., etc., etc. It was claptrap
then and it is just as ridiculous
now. Hasn't Mrs. Ryder noticed
that some of the supporters of the
ERA are militant defenders of the
home and the family and want
legal recognition of the value of
housework and the raising of
children by mothers? Such work is
a major contribution to the support
of a family already!
While it may be a small comfort
to ERA supporters, it must cause a
creeping sense of horror to the
opponents to notice that the
legislatures, courts, and governmental agencies are already
gradually doing the things that
ERA hopes to do. Just as the courts
construed the language of the
Constitution
to down legal
dfscrimination against blacks, so it
is moving by fits and jerks in the
direction of making sex-related
aspects of "suspect" category. The
courts
recently
ruled that
husbands of wives retired on Social
Security were entitled to the same
benefits as wives of husbands
retired on Social Security. Have no
fear, the widower will become
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Speaking Out
\

Adams Library
Unenlightened
. On Sunday night, March 13, I was studying at the J.P. Adams
Library. Shortly before closing time I had difficulty locating a few books J
needed to take home, and so I checked my bookes out at Circulation a fe\\
minutes after the 9:45 deadline. Upon making my way back to my carrel
on level B, ! was _plungedinto darkness by Library employees who shu1
off all ~he li~hts m an apparent effort to clear the building in a hurry
This action was unfair and inconsiderate on the part of the stafl
·member responsible. It did not happen long after closing time· in fact it
was probably a couple of minutes before ten o'clock. I was n~t the onl)
student caught there, and I had not been lollygagging--1 was trying tc
collect my books, notebooks, stacks of index cards jacket raincoat
shoes and pencils before leaving the carrel and the 'building
'
If tur?i11gout the lights was supposed to hurry the students"up it had
the_oppos1teeff~ct on me; it is not easy to collect all the aforeme~tioned
articles br the hght ~fan exit sign. A student a few carrels away from me
actually lit a match m order to find all his books. I had to carry my shoes
and ~oats and put them on at Circulation where the staff had kindly left on
the lights so they themselves could see.
Instead of_turning off the lights for good, the impatient employees
should_ha_ve
blinked them once or twice as a warning to the people still in
the bwlding. 1!ue, the usual announcement of closing time had been
made over the mtercom, but students are people .and as such cannot be
expected alwa~s to operate by strict deadlines. As a facility existing for
students, the librar)'I must be operated
with this fact mmm.
•
•d
.
Jane Murphy

eligible for the wife's benefits. It is
not the trend of our system to
throw old people off the lists. Quite
the contrary.
And a final word about the draft
(shudder, shudder): while no one
is being drafted presently, no legal
barrier prevents Congress from
drafting women if it_ chooses.
Besides, we have had a selective
service system, so that not all men
were drafted, and not all those
drafted served in combat. The idea
of women being drafted for combat

duty is simply a dead herring
thrown into the argumenrto raise a
stink to divert attention from the
principle of equality. But that
tactic is about par for those who
would reduce the argument over
women's equality to public
restrooms
and
homosexual
marriages.
J. Stanley Lemons is a RIC
Professor of History and author of
"The Women Citizen":
Social
Feminism in the 1920's (University
of Illinois Press, 1973).
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Tyrone Ingram Named
Minority Affairs Assistant
by Ronald E. Taylor

Tyrone Ingram was appointed to
the office of Minority Student
Recruiting Assistant in the Office
of Undergraduate Admissions at
RIC. Tyrone will be working with
Ms. Barbara Fadirepo, who is the
school's Admissions Officer,
working with Minority Affairs.
Brother Ingram will also work with
the Evaluation Board of the
Preparatory Enrollment Program.
Tyrone serves on the Committee on
Minority Enrollment (C.O.M.E.),
to affect changes in the school
system for minority students. The
Anchor interviewed Ingram after
his appointment.
ANCHOR: Where is your office
located?
MR. INGRAM: Admissions
Office. My number is 456-8235.
ANCHOR: What types of activities do you see as necessary to
increase and maintain minority
enrollment?

MR. INGRAM: More programs
for minority students; a better
established
Harambee;
more
minority
jobs;
and
more
minorities in Parliament and
student-governing activities.
ANCHOR: You are also the
public
relations
man
for
Har_ambee; what is wrong with
Haram~e?
,
MR. INGRAM: No unity, no
organization, lack of time to
organize, but I also see a good
thing about Harambee; it gives
them time to learn about government,
running • a
student
organization, and budgeting and
financing.
ANCHOR:What type of minority
student program does this school
need?
MR. INGRAM: Some type of
program that shows there are
some reasons to go to school, and
need for minority students to be in
school and once they graduate
there will be a need for them. And

not just to boast the minority
enrollment, but to increase participation.
ANCHOR: How do you motivate
someone who is not encouraged to
participate in the school system?
MR. INGRAM: It's hard to,
unless they want to, at least
somewhat...some motivation.
ANCHOR: What problems do
you see with minority employment?
MR. INGRAM: Not enough of it!
ANCHOR:
What
about
Parliament in relation to the
minority student?
MR. INGRAM: Get more
minority students involved in more
activities on campus.
ANCHOR: T is newspaper
reaches a lot of influential people...
MR. INGRAM: Yes, I know.
ANCHOR: What last comments
would you like to make?
MR. INGRAM: Help! That's
what I need, help. And I hope that's
what I get ... help and assistance.

British Writer Speaks at RIC
Christopher Derrick, a British
writer and critic spoke at RlC on
March 15. His topic was "Abortion
and Skepticism", and the talk was
co-sponsored by the RIC Students
for Life and Catholics for Life, a
community organization.
During the talk, which was heard
by an audience of approximately
200people, Mr. Derrick explained
how mankind came to'view human
life as having intrinsic value and
related this view to- the JudeoChristian ethic which, according to
Mr. Derrick, must be the starting
point for discussion of human life.
He also stated that people must
accept a common reality beyond
and apart from their own perception of reality, and pointed out
that reality does exist, regardless
of whether people choose to
recognize it or believe in it. Mr.
Derrick went on to say that
whether or not one chooses to
believe that an unborn child (fetus
or embryo) is a living human
being, the facts cannot be altered,
the fact being that an unborn child
is a living human being. He called
intellectuals
who
convince
themselves otherwise '•~keptics.''
During a question· and answer
period following the hour-long talk,
Mr. Derrick said that he envisioned a schism within the
British Catholic Church, with the
remaining Catholics leading a
rather clandestine existence. He
told his audience that he felt
abortion and the general anti-life
mood prevailant
in modern
societies today would certainly
play a part in that change.

Also during the informal
question and answer period, one
member of the audience went on
stage to comment about abortion.
The young lady said she felt that
the current discussion in medical
circles pertaining to the "quality"
of human lives was wrong, in that
people have a right to life regardless of whether they are deemed
normal by scientific diagnosis.
(Currently in use is a medical
technique called amniocentisis
that can monitor the unborn child's
progress and- condition. Several
U.S. doctors have, in the past,
voiced objections to the use of
amniocentisis for the purpose of
screening the unborn to determine
whether there are any handicaps.
Decisions to abort are sometimes
made on the basis of this information.) Following her comments, the unidentified lady was
enthusiastically applauded.
In response to a question from
the audience, regarding the Equal
Rights Amendment and its connection with abortion, another
member of the audience was invited on stage to speak. Mrs. Hilda
Nicolosi said that the ERA is in
conflict with the efforts of the prolife movement because once it was
law, the ERA would be interpreted
to mean that a woman has a
constitutional right to abortion
whereas now abortion is a "legal
right" granted only by the
Supreme Court. Mrs. Nicolosi
agreed with a comment from
another audience member that the
ERA was, in this regard, in conflict
with the proposed Human life
Amendment.

Student Organization
Space
The Student Activities Governing Effort and its Space Subcommittee
have established criteria to govern the allocation of space for the Student
Union. The criteria will be used for the space allocation procedure this
year. The criteria will help to determine which groups should have
priority for space because with limited space for offices on the campus
and in the Student Union all requests for space may not be met.
It is the responsibility of the Student Activities Governing Effort and
of the professional staff of the Student Union to insure that all space in_the
Student Union Building, including office space, contribute substantially
to the best interests of the entire student body since the entire cost of
operating the Student Union is paid by all students. In order to insure that
SAGE and the staff meet this commitment to the student body, the SAGE
Space Subcommittee has established the followingcriteria and guidelines
for the allocation of office space in the Student Union.
'\

CRITERIA:
1. Target population, as stated in constitution, is served.
2. Plans of the organization for next year.
...
a. contributions to organization's members.
b. contributions to student bocfy.
c. contributions to Rhode Island College.
3. Purpose of office space for next year.
a. number of square feet.
b. utilization of square footage.
4. Viability of the organization in past year.
a. contributions to organization's members.
b. contributions to student body.
c. contributions to Rhode Island College.
5. Utilization of office space in past year (for those who were allocated
space in previous year).

Mr. Derrick is currently on a
lecture tour in this country. He
spoke at URI earlier in the day. GUIDELINES:
-S.S. 1. Office space shall not be allocated primarily as a meeting room.
2. Only college r~cognized organizations, agencies, and departments
may apply for office space.
3. The recipient of office space will provide its own office furniture, office
supplies, equipment and telephones.
All organizations_requesting space in the Student Union must be
constituted and operating in accordance with the Student Bill of Rights
and College Affirmative Action policy. Specifically, an organization must
adhere to Article III of Student Bill of Rights.

Article III: Freedom From Discrimination
Section I. No rule, regulation or provision of the College shall permit
discrimination on the basis of sex, race, color, creed, religion, political
affiliation, national origin, age, marital status, physical handicap, or
sexual orientation.
.
Section 2. Membership in all institution-related organizations shall be
open to any member of the institution community who is willing to ~ubscribe to the stated aims and meet the stated obligations of the
organization.

APPLY NOW
for

Student Union
Office Space for 1977-78
Applications
Due

SU 316

Application
Deadline SU 316, April7, 1977, 12:00 noon

SEX
Information and Referral

(No applications
acceptedafterthisdeadline)

Service
OpenHearings SU 310, April19, 1977, 1 p.m.-2p.m.

(S.I.R.S.)

SU 310, April20, 1977, 2 p.m.-3p.m.

·-

Hours For Your Convenience
Monday thru Thurs. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Facts -

Referrais

-

Peer Counseling

Discussion
Located

Under Donovan

Drop in or Call 521-7568
Fran Stahloush,Co-ordinator

Recommendations
will be forwarded
to SAGEApril27-May4.
Therewill be an informational
meetingfor all applicants
needinginformation
or assistance
to complete
the application
on Tuesday,
Marc~29, 1977 at
1:00 p.m.
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As I See It ( Student Gov't. Overview)
, rnntinm~rl from Page 1)

majority of students were to take
an rnterest m RIC campus politics,
and if the persons seeking election
to the posts would present some
kind of a platform as to what kind
of contributions they hope to make
to Student Government. This could
be done through local campus
media and by meetings with individuals and groups.
But these proposed amendments
are only part of the change
necessary to make a significant
improvement in the quality of
Enc0unter

Parliament. There also needs to be closely do these bodies work
a cohesion of work and com- together? Are they even aware of
munication between the con- each others existence? How are the
stituent representative and their Parliamentary
Representatives
constituencies. As an example,. involved? These groups apparently
there is a constituent represen- learn only from hearsay about
tative for each dormitory ac- each others activities.
commodation. Within the dorPresently, there is an attempt to
mitories there are efforts made to increase the fees for those living in
improve the conditions there. This the four dormitories. What part
work is done by the Resident
Rehas the Parliamentary
Students Association, commonly
played in this?
presentatives
called the Four Hall Council, and The extent of the increase is not
another committee, The Housing known. But, have they sought to
How
Committee.
Betterment
( Continued from Page 5)
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Thursday, March 31, 1977 all Gay membt!rs
of the Rhode Island College Community are
asked to wear bluejeans as a way of helping
provide visability to the Gay presence at RIC.
Come out, come out, wherever you are.
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Job huntmg workshop - resume

International...
Fighting was reported in the African nation of Zaire, two weeks ago, "Mercenaries" invaded Zaire from
Angola and captured three cities. Relations between the two countries have been strained since Zaire opposed
the Marxist forces in Angola's civil war last year.
•
The leader of Lebanon's leftist Moslem movement was shot to death earlier this month. The
assassination of Kamal Jumblatt could lead to further violence between the Christians and Moslems in
Lebanon.
•
In France a Socialist-Communist alliance won four times as many cities than more conservative parties. Municipal elections were held nationwide two weeks ago. The new leftist alliance is expected to be a
strong influence in the National Assembly elections next year.
Brazil has cancelled a 25 year-old military assistance treaty and turned down ·$50million in proposed
military aid, after receiving a copy of the U.S. report on human rights in Brazil. The report, which documents
human rightsviolations is considered "intolerable interference" by the Brazilian government.

National. ..
Twelve terrorists surrendered Friday morning two weeks ago, ending a two-day siege of three
Washington, D.C. buildings. The group of Hanafi .Moslems demanded the leaders of the Black Moslem
movement, believed responsible for the 1973 murder of ·seven Hanafi Moslems. In face to face negotiating
~essions with police and the Ambassadors of three Islamic nations, the Hanafi leader, Khalifa Abdui, agreed to
a deal which would $et him free until trial.· All of the one hundred and thirty eight hostages were freed. One
man was killed durilig the takeover of the buildings and several people were wounded.
A presidential commission is in Viet Nam to get information on more than 2,000soldiers who are still
missing in action. The five member commission hopes to recover the bodies of a few of the M.I.A.'s.
I
Twenty per cent of the Massachusetts State Police force were assigned to guard President Carter on his
visit to Clinton, Ma., two weeks ago. The President attended a town meeting and spent the night in a private
home to further his campaign to meet the people. Despite a bombing in nearby Marlboro and threats of other
bombs, there were no disturbances during the president's visit.

State ...
Speaking at a League of Women Voters program, Atty. Gen. Julius C. Michelson described legislation
that would require candidates to file background statement that would be investigated by the state police.
Under this proposed legislation, a hearing would be held by the state board of elections to determine a candidate's eligibility. Earlier this year, the House refused to seat William Bailey, of South Providence, because
of his criminal record.

a

A resume-writing workshop will be offered this Wednesdfiy from

2:00-4:00 in 051 Craig Lee. A brief introduction on the fine art of resume

writing will include those helpful hints no one ever tells you about until
it's too late, those who are just beginning will realize what work needs to
be done and those who are already in the process can receive individualized attention. Information and help with covering letters is also
offered.
There's even help for those who can't make it on 2:00 on Wednesdays ..Drop by the Career Development Center in Craig Lee and ask for
Peg McDonald or Bobbie Moser. Either one is quite willing to set up a
time when she can help you with your resume and-or cover letters.
Job-hunting workshop - interviewing

A multiple-session workshop for people who anticipate \having to
interview for jobs, this offering from CDC is also held on Wednesdays
from 2:Q0-4:00, but will be held next door in 052 Craig Lee. The series for
Education majors started on March 23, but it is not too late to join as there
will be a guest interviewer present on March 30. Mr. Don Oliver from
Providence Public Schools will join the group to provide job-hunters with
a practice interview and some helpful hints about interviewing for that
first-time teaching position.
Those interested in signing up for a workshop series should stop by
the Placement Office in the Career Development Center. Other
workshops will be arranged as soon as a sufficient number of people have
indicated an interest.
The workshops provide information, group critique, video-tape mock
interviews and practice interviews with actual employers. Past participants have found that the time commitment required has been extr~mely worthwhile and urge others to seek the assistance that may very
well give them an edge over other candidates at the crucial interviewing
phase of job hunting. For more information on this workshop series,
contact the Placement Office, 456-8031.
Job Want-ads available at CDC

You can now check out the classifieds in CDC's Career Resource
Library. There on the newspaper rack is the Sunday Boston Globe, the
Sunday New York Times, the Chronicle of Higher Education, and soon to
arrive is the Wall Street Journal.
CDC also has useful summer employment information. There are
directories particularly for summer work, as well as actual openings
posted on the summer jobs bulletin board. Don't let the spring pass you by
without stopping in at CDC for some information on summer Jobs!
BEOG Checks - Coming soon!

Two hundred demonstrators gathered at the State House two weeks ago to protest a bill which would fine
employers who knowingly hired an illegal alien. The measure had already passed in the Senate when the
Hispanic protesters listened to Senator Stephen J. Fortunato (D-Prov.) and William Bailey of South
Providence ..Dr. Stephen Tegu of RIL was also there.
The State Senate voted last week on a bill concerning the confirmation of judicial nominees and a bill to
continue the surcharge employers pay to the State Employment Security Fund. Meanwhile, the House is
considering a bill which would ban smoking in public places. Legislation introduced in the General Assembly
last week includes: a bill requiring witnesses to testify under oath before any General Assembly committee, a
bill that would pass "windfall profits" realized by public utilities along to the people, and a bill that would
prohibit requirements forcing students or employees to participate in abortion or sterilization training
procedures in schools. Also under consideration is legislation requiring health insurance policies to extend•
coverage to patients cared for at home and a bill that would "tone down" advertising and enrollment practices.
by profit-making schools.

WEEKLY
SPE~IAL
FBI Warns of More Terrorist Attacks
by Jack Anderson
with Joe Spear

WASHINGTON
-- The FBI has
secretly alerted the Carter administration to expect a repetition of the siege that recently
shook Washington. The Hanafi
Muslimsattracted worldwide attention to their cause by holding
hostages in Washington.The FBI
fears this will encourage other
terrorist groups to attempt similar dramatics.
There have been increasing
threats of violence, for example,
from the Cuban extremists. They
are enraged over President
Carter's friendly overtures to
Fidel Castro. Many of them were
trained by the CIA to fight
against Castro. Now they may
use their CIA training against
Carter.
Some of the most violent radi cals, meanwhile, have formed a
coalition of terrorist groups.
Such diverse groups as the
Weather Underground and the
Symbionese Liberation Army
have now banded together. They
call themselves the New World
Liberation Front.
Worried FBI experts believe
the coalition is far more dangerous than the fragmented groups
had been.
Privat.elv. F'Rf officials have
complained that their hands

have been tied by recent restrictions on surveillance. According
to these officials, they might
even have been able to prevent
the Hanafi Muslims from taking
hostages. But the FBI was compelled to relax the surveillance
on the Hanafi Muslims for fear
of violating their rights.
Friend of Israel: The official
communiques did not tell the full
story of the Carter-Rabin talks.
President Carter invited the
Israeli prime minister upstairs
into the family quarters of the
White·House.For two hours, they
talked in private.
This private conversation
_turned out to be more significant
than. the official· discussions.
Sources close to the president
tell us he expressed deep, personal feelings for Israel. Our
sources describe Carter's attitude toward Israel as "almost
religious."
The two leaders developed an
unusually warm relationship.
Finally, the president swore to
Rabin that the United States.
would preserve Israel. He said
he would see to it that "Israel
continues to exist for a thousand
years."
Oil and Politics: The election of Texas Rep. Jim Wright as

the House Democratic leader
caught Washington by surprise.
It was a major political upset.
We've learned how he did it:
the oil industry quietly hustled
votes for Wright behind the
scenes.
In the old days, oil privileges
were protected on Capitol Hill by
that powerful pair from Texas,
the late Speaker Sam Rayburn
and Senate leader Lyndon
Johnson.
Fittingly,
the Rayburn
Memorial Library in Bonham,
Tex., was built largely with oil
money. A photograph of the
dedication showed a grinning
Lyndon Johnson with an arm
around the 1ate oil millionaire
Sidney Richardson.
Those days are now gone. But
the oil industry st.illhad enough
clout in the backrooms to install
Jim Wright as House Democratic leader. Not long afterward, he quietly escorted four oil
producers over to the White
House. They met with James
Schlesinger, the new energy
chief.
Then Wright ushered them
into the oval office for a 10minute visit with Presi<;lent
Carter himself. That's how oil
and politics mix in the backrooms of Washington.
Coffee Conspiracy: There•~
an untold story behind the high
price of coffee. We've learned
that the State Dept. quietly encouraged Brazil to raise coffee
prices. The State Dept. looked
upon this as a form of foreign
aid. It's a way to get around Congress, which has been cracking
down on foreign aid lately.
But the Brazilians went too far.
They tried to buy up coffee
beans around the world for ins-

Watch for announcements at the Bursar's Office and at the Financial
Aid Office in Craig Lee for the arrival date for the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant checks. They are expected in early April.
Career Info. - at your leisure

Did you know you can "sit in" with a wide variety of employers or
employees and get information about their jobs? CDC has a selection of
cassette tapes for your use covering careers as varied as Loan Officer Banking to Marketing Director - Publishing to Public Relations in
Finance. There is also a set of tapes particularly dealing with the job
search titled "I'll Hire You." Stop by and ask about these tapes.
Correction: March 8th issue of the Anchor CDC Title read "What
Services have been Missing at the Career Development Center???" It
should have read "What Services Have You Been Missing at the Career
Development Center???" The Anchor regrets the mistake.
tant coffee. It looked as if Brazil
might be trying to comer the
market. This fear was one
reason that coffee prices sud-·
denly went into orbit.
The State Dept. finally protested. It accused Brazil of selling its foreign beans as Brazilian
coffee beans. The protest did no
good.

Student Gov't.
( Continued from Page

4)

get themselves involved here?
Have they sought to have other
minor problems within the dormitories solved? What are their
feelings about boarding in RIC
dormitories on the weekend? What
steps have they taken to cliange
things that may be wrong?
Let me not give the impression
Coming Out: Fonner Presithat the dormitory representatives
dent Richard Nixon is slowly
are_ the only representatives at
coming out of seclusion. He has
fault. There seems to be little
been in touch, for example, with
communication
between conGerald Ford's running mate,
stituency representatives and their
Sen. Bob Dole, R.-Kan.
constituencies
generally. The
It began last year after Dole
dormitory representatives
are
inserted an article by Julie Nixused only to show the extent of
on Eisenhower in the Congresrepresentative
neglect. Other
sional Record. Nixon scrawled a
examples are available, but asking
handwritten note on his LaCasa
two questions will suffice: Who is
Pacifica stationary thanking the
the Parliamentary representative
senator.
for your major area of study? How
Wrote Nixon:"Pat joins me in
many persons in that department
sending our warmest regards to
know? My point is that ,not only
Elizabeth and to you."
Executive leadership, but also·
Then after the election, Nixon
leadership at the lower level of
got on the phone to Dole. Nixon
student Government needs to be
urged the defeated vice presiimproved.
dential candidate to get behind
Another change needed is a
the victorious Carter adminischange in the present practice of
tration.
Student Government. This change
involves what Student Community
Congressional Chauvinists:
Government is intended to be.
A congressional clearing house
Presently, Student Government
has been keeping tabs on how
allocates the Student Activity fees,
members of Congress have
chartering new organizations, and
voted on women's rights. We
listens to reports of the various
have tabulated the·results.
committees. These are quite
The congressmen with the
legitimate and necessary acworst records on women·s rights
tivities. Much of it may bt! Jone by
are Phil Crane, R.-Dl., George
setting
up guidelines,
yet
Hansen. R.-Idaho,Ken Robin..c:,on, Parliament spends more than 90
R.-Va.. Richard Kelly. R.-Fla..
per cent of the time in these acLarry McDonald. D.--Ga., Del
tivities.
Clawson,R.-{;alif..and. believe it
Student Government must be
or not. CongresswomanMarjorie
more sensitive to the needs of the
Holt, R.-Md.
student body generally. The ob<Continut>d on Pagt> !ll
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Rhode Island's First
Providen~e Nite-Lite

Children's Museum

Here's to many a
Sunday night's persuasion,
Good times - drinking,
the same "new" thing We're endlessly searching
the perfect lover,
For he may emerge
with the next round
of beer ...

to Open In May
Essex Junction, Vermont has
one ... Boston, Mass;, has one ...San
Francisco, Ca., has one ... Manchester, Conn., has one ...and now,
Rhode Island is about to have one!
Have what? A special "museum"
for children.
The talent and professionalism
Children's
San Francisco's
"The of the Rhode Island College Dance
called
is
Museum
Exploratorium" and that perhaps Company could never have been
better describes the goal of these put on better display than it was in
activity centers where children are this year's Spring Concert. A
encouraged to become involved in variety of choreography and
the exhibit areas. The child's five themes provided the proverbial
senses as well as his imagination "truly enjoyable evening."
"You've Come a Long Way Jazz
are challenged and learning takes
on a new dimension in an un- Baby," a modern dance-jazz
Sup- number, choreographed by Gus
environment.
structured
school Giordino, opened the night's
to the
plementary
curriculum, Children's Museums performance. Walter Murphey's
have been welcomed by teachers "A Fifth of Beethoven" provided
who use them as resource centers the background for the "orfor exploring new ways of teaching chestra" made up of the male
traditional concepts. Integration of Company members, who were
the arts into exhibit areas is later joined by some of the ladies.
another exciting development in Soon they were all doing the same
the evolution of Children's
dance, which was scattered with
skilled duets by David Baccari and
Museums.
• Rhode Island's first Children's Mary Reavey. The climactic endMuseum will be located in the ing of the upbeat music left the
historic Pitcher-Goff Mansion, 58 audience totally unprepared for
Walcott St., Pawtucket and the the fluid movements of the second
target opening date is May 1, 1977. "half" of this dance to the music of
Tbe initial exhibit areas will be: an "2001 - a Space Oddysey."
When the curtain opened on the
arts and crafts center; the world of
"Vocalise,"
dance
machines; the quiet room; an old second
fashioned kitchen; dress-up area choreographed by Clay Taliaferro,
and "Let's Pretend"; solarium- the audience was greeted with an
"Dr. unusual audio and visual exand
center;
nature
was
stage
The
The perience.
Clinic."·
Feel better's
with blacklight
Museum will operate year-round "illuminated"
and will schedule school visits as which reflected only the arms and
well as have time open to the legs of the costumes worn by the
two dancers onstage - Susan
public.
and Zane Rankin.
At the present time a Capital Bartlett
Fund Campaign is going on and Accompanied by the New Music
$31,000has been raised toward the Ensemble and a soloist, the danc$50,000 goal. A special "Talents ers performect,- this strenuous
Program" has been initiated to "dance of life." The physical
include youngsters in the fund- stamina of the dancers was tested
raising process. Special events and all too well throughout the dance activities are now being planned to particularly in the end when, felled
include the public in the by an unseen force, they scuttled
of the about in a "push up" position.
stages
development
After the rest of the dancers had
Museum.
There has been a great deal of exited, Ms. Bartlett once more took
enthusiasm from people from all the center-stage, this time alone.
over the state and assistance from Again, the only source of light was
all comers is welcome. People who the eerie illumination of the
wish to volunteer, donate exhibit blacklight, signaling the end of the
con- piece. Whafwas in the beginning is
items, make financial
tributions or who would like more in the end - the Alpha and the
information should telephone Mrs. Omega.
Dr. Fannie Helen Melcer,
Jane Jerry, Planning Director.
Mrs. Jerry can be reached Monday Artistic Director of the RIC Dance
through Friday, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. at Company, proved her knowledge of
Anyone wishing to see the choreography and her dancers'
726-21523.
Museum site is encouraged to call abilities in "Star Song for
Women." This dance was certainly
for an appointment.

REVIEW1

Dance Company Concert
that- a "star song" in every way.
Dr. Melcer was first inspired after
having heard the poem of the same
title, written by former RIC
student, Robyn Rodrigues, read at
last Spring's commencement
The dance she
ceremonies.
choreographed, involving every
imaginable grouping of the six
female dancers, displayed the
discipline which a dancer must
employ. The fantastic control with
which the dancers performed particularly Kris Hartman, Mary
Reavey, and Paula Marandola,
was awe-inspiring. The diversity in
style of the different dances kept
up with the changes throughout the
poem. The dancers were accompanied by pianist Marlane
Fairleigh, and the poem was read
during the performance by Dr.
James Bierden on Thursday and
Friday, and 'Dr. Charles Willard,
the President of RIC, on Saturday.
This dance was first perfonned in
part as a work-in-progress in a
dance symposium here at RIC this
past Fall. It was a piece with exciting possibilities then, and hasn't
failed to meet its full potential.
The seriousness of the moment
was broken during the next dance
performed. Titled "Three Penny
Dances," this delightful piece,
created by Rodney Griffin, was
highly entertaining. When the
curtains opened, the entire company, arrayed in brightly-coloured
leotards and tights, with black
facing
gloves; was seated,
stoically foward, in rows of chairs.
At the onset of ·the music. each

member did his own little "dance,"
using his chair as a prop. This was
the first of eight sections. In the
second, once the dancers were
once again seated, David Baccari
broke formation and performed an
excellent sinewy solo. When he
returned to his seat, Dante
Delgiudice and Kris Hartman
danced with each other, ballroom
fashion, squatting. More than once
hands went
the gentleman's
wandering, but the lady was quick -:::::==========:::;,,
to admonish him. At the end of
A YRMA
their dance, the Company aligned
their chairs with the sides of the
stage and proceeded to tempt,
Cuando por la tarde el sol se I
tease, and finally, dance with each
va
their
to
returned
they
After
other.
Y llega ya la obscuridad
places, Mary Reavey worked up
Cuando estoy solo y canto
courage- and
her character's
•
Tu puedes oir mi llanto
performed a graceful solo. At first
one
and
her,
ignored
others
the
tended to pity the forlorn soloist, Mi musica en el viento
but finally she commanded her Parece el gran lamento
associates' attention. When she De un hombre que to muere
(De un hombre que te quiere).
f•ished, Denise Regnault started
vamping, and Joe McFadden
turned his ·attention on her. The Tu, solamente tu
two performed an interesting duet, Puedes darme la vida
displaying emotions which lead Puedes darme el calor
one to believe that the charactors
Tu Yrma de mi corazon
weren't thrilled with each other,
but that he'll-she'll do." The men Sabes lo que quiero yo:
then put on quite a comic per- Yrma no mi digas no.
-Alfonso Aiello
formance, mocking the women and
I
mimicking the "macho" male, I
ending in a chorus line which rated '============:=!
an ovation from the audience. In
the eighth and final section, the
caairs were placed in their original Hovhaness, this piece was wellperformed.
positions, and the characters
I'm afraid that I have skimmed
•returned to their "solo" performances-ending the way they over "Mysterious Prq__vidence"
(my apologies to the Company)
began. The origins of the dances taken from hwnan 'lature, !3ndthe because I felt that it was strongly
red and· white costumes of Mr. overshadowed by the last piece of
Baccari and M!,.•Reavey.pro~ided the performance, "By Way of
'food •for thought'• during the in- Life." This dance, above all others,
seemed to be a tour-de-force from
termission which followed.
After the intermission, several of the costumes and scenery to the
dancers .• per.formed excellent timing which the dancers
the
''Mysterious Providence.'' With displayed. The scenery itself
few exceptions, they showed their provided a majestic Cathedral-like
ability to work as· a tight group. backdrop for the celebration which
Choreographed by ·Paul San- took place on the stage_, At first,
( Continued on Page 7)
na·sardo and using music by

of DanceConcert
Review
Dr. Melcer cnoreographed "Star
Song For Women," an all-female
dance. The dance was acrnmpanied by a pianist and by a
recitation of a poem of the same
title. The reader was Dr. James
Bierden on Thursday and Friday
and Dr. Charles Willard on
Saturday evening. I got the impression that the dance design was
influenced by the foreknowledge of
the talents of some of the more
outstanding members of the
company.
"Three Penny Dances," a dance
in eight short sections, was my
The concert opened with a lively favorite.
jazz number called "You've Come
The dance was presented in the
a Long Way Jazz Baby," which form of theme and variation with
immediately captured everyone's the use of stage props. The dance
attention. The fluid and seemingly was made more interesting by
effortless movements of the varying the rhythm and movement
dancers assured the audience they patterns and there was a smooth
were being entertained by a very flow of dance phrases where each
polished group.
movement ended to become the
beginning of another sequence.
by
"Vocalise" was accompanied
The colorful costumes coma wonderful vocalist and the live plimented the dances and in the
music supported the beautifuJly second sequence David Baccari
sustained movement of the danc- proved he is a very gifted dancer.
became
ers. The audience
Paul Sannasardo
Talented
restless during this slow dance and
"Mysterious
a change in rhythm would have choreographed
made this piece more interesting. Providence" a very enjoyable
by Patricia Dean

RIC Dance Company, under the
direction of Dr. Fannie Helen
Melcer, presented its spring
concert March 10-12 Roberts
Auditorium. The program consisted of six works grouped in twos,
with two short intermissions. Each
work was created by a different
choreographer and accompanied
by various types of music, both live
and taped. In a program note, Dr.
Melcer states that this year's
concert is dedicated to Dr. Charles
Willard for his ever constant
support of the dance program.

piece where the dancers displayed
a good sense of group unity. This
was also one of my favorite and I
noticed the lighting was very effective in enhancing the dance. I
only hope that the title of the dance
is not a statement by Mr. Sannasardo on his short stay in our
city.
"By Way of Life" was a lavish
and colorful event, thanks to the
by Angelo
set and costllill.!!---design
Rosati of RI C's Art Department. It
began and ended with the entire
company onstage, which was an
effective device for ending the
program.
As I was impressed by the
talents of the company I was just
as impressed by the lighting
designs complimented and gave
dramatic qualities to the dancers.
the
supported
The music
choreography and the use of live
music for some pieces made them
distinctive.
The dancers displayed their
strength and agility and gave a
very professional performance. It
was a very enjoyable evening for
all and probably the best year for
the company.
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Dance ComP:fny
<Continued from pa~~

when the Company l;,appeared
onstage, I found llhe ':women's
costumes overpoweri~ gold and
crimsom flowing skirts- over gold
leotards with the colors repeated in
the scarves which they wore
draped about their heads and
shoulders. The men's costumes,
simple gold trousers with crimson
waist cords made me wish for
something more simplistic on the
women. A~ the dance progressed,
however, it became apparent that
purpose and design were related.
In the second of the five selections,
willowy Debbie Durand removed
the scarf from her shoulders, held
it high over her head, _and did a
beautiful dance, weaving through
the remaining women who were
seated onstage. She appeared to
enlighten the others, who followed
suit, and removed their scarves,
tying them about their waists. Ann
Short failed to "see the light,"
however, and performed an
emotional solo, showing her
confusion and failure to understand. Thus, the third section
began and several of the others
tried to console her. In the fourth
section, seven of the dancers, six
females and one male, performed.
, The most powerful section was the
last. Three couples initiated the
section, with Ms. Short, once more
torn and searching, joining in. The

remaining L,ompanycame onstage .
from behind the backdrop carrying
lit candles. Soon, all but Ms. Short
were holding the candles up in
worship, turned towards a stainedglass window on the right of the
backdrop. The truly moving finale
occurred when Ms. Short took a
candle offered her, and, walking to
the back of the group, joined them
in their ,worship.
There would be difficulties in
presenting a concert of such
magnitude if the technicalities
were not taken care of so expertly.
Professor Billie Ann Burrill,
Technical Director of the Dance
Company, designed the lighting;
providing such special effects as
the blacklight in "Vocalise" and
the glitte,ring constellation which
provided - a backdrop for "Star
Song for Women." Jennifer Cooke
was in charge of costwning as well
as serving as musical consultant,
and David Baccari did an excellent
job of 'the makeup. There were
many technical aspects such as
lighting and sound, which were
well taken care of by experienced
crews, all under the management
of the ever-necessary
stage
manager, Ben White. The Dance
Company itself should receive
nothing but praise for its hard work
and resulting fine performance.
-Babbie Wark

AlvinAileyRepertory
Ensem~le
to
Perlormat RhodeIslandCollege
On Tuesday, April 12th the
Rhode Island College Fine Arts
Series will present the Alvin Ailey
Repertory Ensemble, the junior
company of the Alvin Ailey
American Dance Theatre.
The Ensemble, from which
many of the performers go on to
work with the main company, has
been drawing critical and audience
acclaim in its performances
around the country. The Boston
Herald-American
called them

Prism to Present
"Spoon River"
PRISM. RIC's student-producing
organization, presents scenes from
Edgar Lee Master's "Spoon River
Anthology" as its next theatre
offering. The show is scheduled for
April 1-3 at 8: 15 p.m. in the Mermaid Coffeehouse (Student Union).
, This 'reader's-theatre' piece is
being directed by RIC theatre
student, Fred Anzevino. The
company consists of Barry
Emmett, Bob Kennedy, Lou
Scenti, Paula Ewin, Mary Paolino,
. and Robin Sullivan.
Designers for the production
are: Betty Popiel, set; Tom
Pavelka, lighting; and Marcia

.
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Zammarelli, costwnes. Members
of the production staff are:
Dorothy Cole, stage manager;
Dennis Conway, ass't to the
director; Barry Emmett, technical
director and Ken Haupt, Lillian
Engel, and Cathy Wilson, graphic
artists.
The Coffeehouse was chosen as
the location for this pr~duction
because its intimate atmosphere
fits the intense mood of the play.
Due to limited seating, an early
arrival is suggested in order to
insure admittance. Although there
is no admission charge, donations
to PRISM will be accepted at the
door.

Appearing in the PRISM production "Regarding Spoon River" are
Paula Ewin and Lou Scenti. The show will be presented April 1-3 at 8:15
p.m. in the Mermaid Coffeehouse.

This is not a poem about the autumn wind,
nor is it about the winter sky.
This is not a poem about pretty flowers,
and it's not about kites flying high.
This is not a poem about children playing,
in the green grass of their back yard,
and it's not about the joy of receiving a Christmas card.
This is not a poem about the summer sun so hot,
however this is a poem about what it's not.

-by David Howard
(age 14)

"Splendid" and "Exciting .. .it
whips the audience into an enthusiastic frenzy the way the first
company does," was the opinion of
Dance Magazine. The Repertory
Ensemble also appeared on the
CBS-TVspecial "Ailey Celebrates
Ellington."
,
Sylvia Waters, the artistic
director for the company, has
danced with the senior company
for years and her experience with
the
company
and
the

choreographer have given her a
first hand familiarity with the
different Ailey styles.
The performance will be held in
Roberts Hall on the Rhode Island
College campus, 600 Mt. Pleasant
Avenue, Providence, at 8 p.m. The
cost is $1 to RIC students, $2 to the
RIC faculty and staff and $4 to the
General :Public. For information,
reservations, or tickets, call the
Roberts Hall box office at 456-8144
after 10 a.m. weekdays.

• Alvin Ailey co~pany members perform.

Peter

Gabriel

Blows

His Horn ..
Your Mind
Peter
Gabriel-former
lead
vocalist and nucleus of "Genesis"
has released his own albwn.
According to the linear notes this
L.P. is about change, particularly
the changes Peter Gabriel is going
through.
The album is produced by Bob
Ezrin who made quite a name for
himself by producing albums for
such musicians as Lou Reed, and
Alice Cooper among others.
A maelstrom of talent, including
musicians formerly with Alice
Cooper, and unknowns from
Germany pitched in on this album.
Gabriel himself wrote all the
lyrics and thought himself to play
various instruments such as piano,
flute and recorder.
The albwn is good, but it takes
some time to get used to. Because
of the "Alice Cooper" overtones
Gabriel comes off with a "heav 1y
metal" sound on the rockers, but
the rockers on this L.P. are outstanding, especially "Here comes
the flood" on the second side. The
chorus is especially powerful, and
the lyrics
are
good and
imaginative.
There are some really nice
selections where Gabriel uses the
London Symphony Orchestra; if
you like strings a La Electric Light
Orchestra, you'll like this album. If
you like Emerson, Lake and
Palmer, Yes, King Crimson, Alice
Cooper, or Genesis, chances are
you'll enjoy this album. It doesn't
sound like anyone in particular just generally moog-influenced
future rock.
Gabriel's
going
beyond
"Genesis" into something new and
different. Gabriel might not bring
the house down but he will make
some kind of dent in the structure
of music.
Jim Ernest

A CQ.ff.eehouso
Debut
In spite of some technical difficulties such as the unavailability
of a P.A. system, Raymond
Proulx's first appearance at the
Coffeehouse last Friday night
<March 11th) was warm and ente~ining. His initial nervousness
produced a rather uneven rendition of "Something" by George
Harrison but as his courage grew
so did his vocal style.
Accompanying himself admirably on a 12 string guitar,
Raymond sang a nwnber of his
own compositions and it was in
these numbers that he displayed
his fine abilities as a performer.
Two of these numbers brought out
Mr. Proulx's musical flexibility;
the first entitled "Photo" was a
warm and sensitive love song,
while the second nwnber, "The
Pickup", was vibrant and rowdy.
The "Pickup" referred to, by the

way, is not a kind of transportation
as you probably all thought, but a
species of hwnan being.
Raymond then called upon Cathy
Wilson to join him in the harmony
of his original "Won't Look the
Other Way", a piece about Indian
pride. An audience participation
"clap and sing" number followed
with a responsive
audience
breaking out in harmony .
Ray's final offering was John
Denver's "This Old Guitar", a
touching song chosen by the performer to thank the audience for
their warm reception and "most of
all to sing my songs to you" (lyric
from the song).
Since Mr. Proulx, is a freshman
at Rhode Island College, we can
look forward to three more years of
listening to and enjoying Ray's
musical growth as a singer and
composer.

Raymond Proulx. ~hoto by Marc Dumas.

RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE

STUDENT COMMUNITY

GOVERNMENT

ELECTIONS COMMISSION
March23rd through
The nominationand filing periodfor the 1977-78StudentParliamentelectionswill be'Wednesday,
Thursday,April 7tll. ~-Petitionsand informationwill be availablein StudentUnion200 between10 a.m. and 3 p.m. on the abovedates.
Noticeof run-offelectionswill be April 20th if necessary.
for:
Electionswill be held for the academicseatslisted belo~ as well as representatives
- matriculatingstudents:One(1) seat.
Performance
halls: Four_!4)seats;one (1) seat per hall.
Residence

PPORTIONMENT

COMMISSION

Academicseatshavebeenapportionedby discipline,and departmentsgroupedinto the followingconstituencies:
1: Humanities: Five(5) seats
Constituency
2: Mathematicsand Sciences: Four( 4) seats.
Constituency
3: SocialSciences:Eight(8) seats.
Constituency
4: Education: Five(5) seats.
Constituency
5: At large: Three(3) seats.
Constituency
Academicseatsmaybe contestedby studentshavinga maior,minor,or concentrationin a department.
COMMISSION
ELECTIONS
BarbaraMcElroy,Chairperson

RIC lnvitationa.l

Craft Exhibit

Opening March 30
March 30 -

April
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What You Read Here ls Official
(and it might also be important).
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Announcing
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(
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Student Gov't.

Student Union (305): Wednesday,
March 30, 2:00-4:30 and Thursday,
March 31, 9:00 - 4:30. For further
information,
contact Carolyn
Gonzales (SU 305), 456-8250.
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jectives of Student Government
include student welfare. I would
like to point to a couple of things
which Parliament has done during
this academic year to carry out
this objective, and I cannot.

For Sale: Used 6 months: Queen

Notice: Wanted: Young couple
desires to sub-let apartment in
Providence, preferably east side summer month - June-Sept.
Contact Jonathan Paull at 617-636- Student Government ought to
involve itself in helping to set up
2990 afternoons and_evenings.
guidelines which will assist in
alleviating student problems with
(~----------•~-)
staff and in staff problems with
students whether these are with
indiv'iduals, groups, or with the
...,,_
__________
__,
student body generally.
8869.
Personal:
To K.B., try to
If the amendment to the by-laws
ror Sale: 2 Pennsylvania City - remember
Friday night, love will help in prospective executive
country traction grip snow tires Wilbur.
officers to form some opinion of
5.60 - 1 15 and 2 sports master
Personal: To Wad and Muffin-You
regular tires. 15 dollars each or all two are the quietest couple on why they want to be on
Parliament, then it should assist in
four for 50.00. 647-2703.
campus. We love it. Keep it up, ha improving the status of that body.
For Sale: 1970 Toyota Corolla ' ha. Phylissettes.
Adrian Kirton
wagon, blue, new clutch Oct. 76. Personal: g.j.a.k. jr. - Is it really
Good cond. $800. 831-8897.
Leon Redbone or can you think of
For Sale: 1971 Honda 125cc. $200. more to make me right? I love you
Contact 737-6292or 828-4166.
anyway - signed Smart Ass.
For Sale: Classic Guitar instructor
Personal: Blow in my ear, and I
for beginners and interm~diate
will follow you anywhere. Love,
students. Call 231-4152aft.er 5 p.m. Red.
Bill.
Personal: To Muck-E-muck. I
For Sale: Fender Telecaster
believe some day soon in the future
Guitar, very good condition maple
all your troubles will be over. But I
neck, includes hard shell case.
hope we won't. Love Inkan-Fairy.
$225. or make an offer. 433-0824. Personal: To Chari; I hear the
For Sale: Typewriter, cheap. But library is really stacked. Let's get
good. Please leave number.
together for a truck really soon.
Thanks. Rosanne. 861-0768.
Love always, KAH.
F01' Sale: Electric Typewriter.
Personal: To Harry: We yearned
About $50. - Royal. Call 739:()299. to see you over vacation
week.
Glad to be back in school. Signed,
the girls.
Personal: To Linda: Wipe that
frown off your face.
Notice: Are you interested in the
Personal: Kojack - Are you still
opposite sex? Join the few of us left looking for the "right" brothers?
at RIC. Come out from under the How does it feel being bald? Well?
covers and wear sneakers on Love and XXX Dragie.
March 31, '1977. Fight for Personal: My Love: I get this
Heterosexual freedom and join feeling that you are avoiding me.
RICONB, you'll love it.
Personal: To Lug: Where is my
Notice: Need papers typed? Call poem? Love, the winner of C.T.
Marilyn at 272-5391.50c per page. Look-a-like contest.
Notice: Wedding Invitations to all
Personal: To Colacciafaccia, We'll
students and friends. I will save have to trade our spoons, but keep
you 15 per cent on the finest digging anyway. Love a
selection of wedding and social member of the 4-H club.
invitations. For details call Tom at Personal: To Moe: Oh Sheet? Too
461-5191,after 5 p.m.
bad you can't see that tall, dark,
handsome one in action. There's
Notice:
Attention
Nursing
,Students. Are you looking for part- still next year.
time week-end jobs for the sum- Personal: To Bob, Kevin and
mer. Med personnel pool can give Manny - Caught your latest
movie, I didn't think you needed
you extra money and experience.
We are looking for stuclents with money that badly. Love, a friend.
knowledge of basic nursing arts to Personal: Astro-twin: You know
work as nurses aides in nursing it's really weird about Mike. Which
homes. For information, call 272- one?
Personal: Thank-you to Donna &
3520.
Notice: Women: Discover Your Alisa for your thoughtfulness, and
Potential. Career Opportunities for mostly for being our friends. Love,
Women in Government. Areas to Dave, Leanne and Shannon.
Personal: To Chubby Cheeks and
be covered are: Finance, Planning
Highball my darling, my drinking
and
Research,
Personnel,
Environmental Services, Human partner: Thursdays could become
Services, Criminal Justice. This Habit-forming. Signed a motorworkshop will be held at Rhode cycle gang's lady.
Island College, Friday, April 15, Personal: To Hon - Let's get it on
1977, 9:15 - 3:30. Limited to 140 in the elevator again. I can help
students statewide who will be you forget all your "losses" Judy.
participating from the numerous
Personal: To whom it concerns:
Rhode Island colleges. PreI'm sorry but - life goes on.
registration in Women's Center,

waterbed - raised platform, LAP
seam mattress - safeway heater,
regular price: $350 - NOW $199.
Call 941-6743;or 456-8136.Ask for
Ginny.
For Sale: 19712 door Toyota - low
mileage. Lovable car, automatic.
$900.or best offer. 274-3985after 3.
For Sale: Gibson Firebird guitar
$325.00.Gibson Les Paul Jr. hard
case $225.or fender amp $300.272-

Collegiate Hedlines is a new weekly
newsletter that brings pert'inent and
interesting news from the nation's
campuses ... with an emphasis on student
newspapers.

Juniors

persona Is

Every Tuesday at 1 :00, 2nd floor of
t~e S.U., there will be a class meeting to
discuss and decide issues concerning our
class. Please attend. Class Officers '78.
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R.I.C. SPORTS
HAYSTACK LAMB
Brian Lamb, the seven-year
veteran senior wrestler who's
wrestled at 134and 142lbs., was the
co-captain of the RIC wrestling
team this year. Brian began his
wrestling career at West Warwick
High Schooi under the coaching of
Richard Stone.
As a senior at West Warwick he
placed sixth -in the Rhode Island
State Tournament. In his freshman
and sophomore years at RIC Brian
was wrestling at 126 lbs. and
compiled a record of 14 and 1 (his
best year). "I just kept right on
winning and it stood out because I
was only a freshman," Brian
remarked.
As a sophomore his record was
7+5+0: an off-season. He didn't
have his head together, he said. He
was uptight but came in third in the
J.V. New Englands, winning 2 and
losing 2.
This year's team consisted
mainly of incoming freshmen from
Rhode Island. Coach Carlsten
didn't think the team would be as
cohesive as past teams, because
- many of the team-spirited
wrestlers had graduated.
The coach has an allvantage
I
Brian broke the school record for most wins (which was 44) in a concerning recruiting because he
referees high school matches, and
career this year! Courtesy of RIC Athletic Assoc.
he's on the lookout for wrestlers
with potential.

By Marian

R. Avakian

teaches you all the latest methods,
"Rusty's an excellent coach and
and keeps up with the newest
has done a lot for the RIC wrestling
philosophies. The program leaves
program, building it up from
the teaching methods up to you.
nothing.
He's a very unLast fall Brian student-taught in
derstanding and open person, and I
Cranston at three elementary
know him not only as a coach but
as a friend," Brian said.
schools.
Working out in the off-season for
Wrestling is not only a team
wrestling is hard because you d_pn't
sport but also an individual sport.
always find someone to wrestle •
You can't lay blame on the other
with during the summer. Brian put
guy. The coach leaves it totally up
too much attention on lifting
to you. When you lose a match
weights instead of focusing on
you're the one that realizes where
learning new moves. You really
you went wrong. You're out there
don't need as much strength as you •
by yourself.
think.
The wrestling team is like one
big family which makes for a
In the future Brian would like to •
be in some freestyle wrestling or
strong team. A good wrestler is
open tournaments at the Boston
reared by his teammates and the
wrestlers in the same weight class.
YMCA, where Brian placed third •
once.
There are three freshmen in
The bad thing about wrestling is
Brian's 142lbs. weight class - Joe
after college your sports career
Baglini, Dave Falagara,
and
ends unlike other sports. Brian
Dennis Maroney.
would like to be a part-time coach
Reggi Claypool also wrestles in
for wrestling at an elementary
Brian's weight class; and they are
wrestling partners, and alw_ays school. He works at Kent County
YMCAas a lifeguard and he would
went head to head.
like
to teach wrestling to some kids
"It's the guys behind-you all the
there.
way, pushing you in the practice
"Wrestling is the sport for me;
room; so when you're out there
wrestling, you wrestle not only for you can't beat it, you get oQtof it as
much as you put into it, even the
yourself, but for your teammates
and coach. 1 give credit where defeats. It makes you grow
• credit is due. Dennis Maroney, mentally and physically," said
Jimmy Soares and Reggie have the Brian.
In the near future Brian has
potential. If they work hard, they'll
hopes of opening up a crafts shop
go far,'' Brian remarked.
This year's rec'ruits are a result
"I developed my talent. I didn't with plants, etc. or teaching
of this on the job scouting.
Special Education and es.pecially
have the gifted talent these
Brian broke the school record wrestlers have. The upcoming traveling to California.
this year for most wins (which was wrestlers I've mentioned have
"I've enjoyed my years at RIC
44 in a career, which was formerly outstanding qualities,"
with my former teammates and
By Marian R. Avakian
Brian
held by roommate Steve Tobia (41 affirmed.
teammates this year and of course
career record), which will be
my coach Rusty, who's the best
Brian majors in Physical
Brian's most memorable year. "It -Education and Special Egucation around, Brian related.
it
back
at
mid-term
but
got
Rick Bartel was a junior at
· could've been a better season had I and maintains it is really an exBrian's record at RIC will be
Burriville High School, when tpeir eliminated in the wrestle-off.
made the New Englands," Brian cellent program at RIC. The difficult to surpass having a career
wrestling program started. As a
intimated.
record of 44-8-1.
-This year (Rick didn't get hurt)
physical education
program
junior, Rick was a 195 lb. winning every match when he lost
heavyweight who placed sixth in a squeaker: 12-11. Rick feels he
the State Championships, and was should've won but didn't have 100 threw Rusty into the shower and
the outstanding wrestler on the per cent to give. He had too many got loaded-it went on all night. We
team.
other commitments and wasn't in were the first undefeated team
ever at RIC," Rick said.
Rick remembered that year top condition, but still went to
every
practice
and
worked
out
The wrestling team has always
well, for it was the first and last
been a close team and there is
time he ever wrestled a 400- whenever he could.
never been a quarrel between any
pounder. "He beat me 4-3, and 5-4
Rick said, "Working with Rusty
another time. Just being that close was great, he's a great guy. He's team members.
was something. I was just lucky he the one that made me interested in
The coaches always stressed
didn't sit on me," Rick sighed.
sportsmanship. "I think freshman
college. I wouldn't have come if it
Jimmy Soares and Jimmy Rooney
As a senior captain in high weren't for him. He's the kind of are capable of going into the
person that'll give you anything,
school, Rick wrestled at 185
nationals. Soares is going to be an
pounds, placing fifth in the state always willing to help you out. "I'll
excellent wrestler (he is already),
never forget the time he did a
championships and was named the handstand across the floor at
but he's going to get much better.
outstanding wrestler.
Rooney was my wrestling
HOJO's restaurant.
I'll miss
partner and he's also going to be a
beating the heck out of him,"
The team was only t~o years old laughed Rick.
fine wrestler. Without-saying, Jeff
and Ricky had almost every
Condonand Brian
Lamb have
record. He also played football for
It's a good thing the wrestling been great year after year,"
two years, as well as hockey and team had a little bit of depth, remarked Rick.
baseball.
because the second part of the
Rick's majoring in Industrial
As a freshman at RIC, Rick went season the team was hurting bad. Arts Education. If he gets a job in a
down to 177pounds ana had his best Tim Clouse, George H. Chousse, high school, tie's likely to start a
year, breaking the record for the Reggi Claypool, Jeff 'Condon, and wrestling team (not take over
fastest pin, twenty-six seconds Dennis Maroney, couldn't wrestle someone else's mess) and build it
into a powerhouse, like his high
against Lowell State, (which was due to injuries or academic
tied this year by Chris Tribelli). ineligibility. "We did out best; I school coach Tony Grello did. "I've
Rick also placed second in the JV wish I had contributed more. I enjoyed wrestling so much and it's
never thought I'd put schoolwork done a lot for me. I just had to stay
New Englands.
ahead of wrestling,'' said Rick with because it's helped me aca"I'll never forget my first college amazement.
demically," Rick said.
match, winning by a pin. I was so
The
year
74-75
was
the
most
Although Rick has been hampsyched I beat my opponent to a
memorable match. It was the best pered by injuries, he's remained a
pulp," remarked Rick.
match of the undefeated season diligent worker, especially when
In his sophomore year, things and was the beginning of a long he covered at both 177 and 190
started getting tough. After the night. The team blasted Tuft's pounds.
first four matches, Rick broke a University by a perfect score. "We
Marian Avakian
couple of ribs, which took him out
for the rest of the season. That year
the RIC wrestling team went undefeated. "I wish I'd done better,"
Rick said.
There was a misprint by the printers in the last issue of Sal·
Maione. The title was §Upposed to be "The Wizard of
As a junior •Rick had another
Rick still holds the school record for the fastest pin in a match at 26
seconds! Courtesy of RIC Athletic Assoc.
•
setback with a bad back. He made Weehawken."
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Schedule
Ambitious
Team
Baseball
Faces

Page II

SCHEDULE
BASEBALL
RICVARSITY
1917

Date

Opponent

Time

Mon., March 21
Tues., March 22
Wed., March 23
Thurs., March 24
Fri., March 25
Sat., March 26
Tues., April 5
Thurs., April7
Sat., April 9
Wed., April 13
Sat., April 16
Sun., April 17
Tues., April 19
Sat., April23
Sun., April24
Wed., April27
Sat., April 30

at University of Delaware (DH)
1 p.m.
Providence, R. I. - Rhode Island College's baseball team tackles the
at Howard University (DH)
1 p.m.
most ambitious schedule in the school's history when it began play on
at GeorQe Mason University
3p.m.
Delaware.
of
University
the
at
doubleheader
a
with
21
March
Monday,
at George Mason University
3p.m.
This will precipitate the Anchormen's annual southern trip which will see
at Salisbury (Md.) State
3p.m.
them play nine games in six days in Delaware, Virginia, Maryland,
at Jersey City State (DH)
1 p.m.
Washington, D.C. and New Jersey.
at Barrington College
3p.m.
games
38
RIC, coming off a best-ever 24-9 record in '76, will play
-BRYANT COLLEGE
3p.m.
including four against Division I competition, 15 against Division II foes
at Southeastern Mass. Univ. (DH)
1 p.m.
and 19 against the top Division III teams in New England.
at Stonehill College
3p.m.
To see how difficult the southern trip will be all one has to do is check
* at Plymouth (N.H.) State (DH)
1 p.m.
last year's records of RIC's opponents: Delaware, which could make it to
* at Keene (N.H.) State (DH)
1 p.m.
the national championships in Omaha this season, was 36-12; Howard
EASTERN CONNECTICUT STATE (DH)
1 p.m.
University was 22-16; George Mason University was 42-14;and Salisbury
BABSON COLLEGE
3p.m.
<Md.) State was 25-15.
NEW YORK TECH (DH)
1 p.m.
In addition, the Anchormen face a time problem - or a lack of it, to
PORTLAND-GORHAM(DH)
MAINE,
*
1 p.m.
be precise. "Our first game is two weeks earlier than usual because the
* Castleton (Vt.) State (DH) at
spring vacation week·at RIC comes earlier than usual," says RIC Coach
Keene (N.H.) State Field
1 p.m.
Dave Stenhouse. "The weather, as usual, has been a drawback and right
Tues., May3
at Bryant College
p.m.
3
now the hitters' timing is off and the pitchers' control is not sharp.
Sat., May7
at Ouinnipiac College (DH)
1 p.m.
"We're going to try like heck to win all of our games on the trip but,
Sun., MayB
WESTFIELD STATE (DH)
1 p.m.
above all, I want us-to sharpen our skills for the northern portion of our
Wed., May 11
1 p.m.
OF NEW HAVEN(DH)
UNIVERSITY
to
time
it's
when
schedule. Our games down south carry little weight
Sat., May 14
BENTLEY COLLEGE(DH)
1 p.m.
select teams for post-season tournaments.
Sun., May 15
at Assumption College (DH)
1 p.m.
"We have a one and a half week break after we return to Rhode
Island, which will be a tremendous asset, and I expect us to be very
HOME GAMES IN CAPS
strong by the time we play at Barrington College on April 5."
• Denotes New England State College Athletic Conference game
The Anchormen will be gunning for a third consecutive New England
State College Athletic Conference championship an~ a bid to the NCAA
Division III Regional Tournament. Despite last season's fine record, they
had to be content with a second straight trip to the ECAC College Division
Tournament, where they finished second.
Following is a position-by-position rundown of the 1977 squad:
First Base: Junior Joe Murtagh (Brighton, Mass.), perhaps the
March 13, 1977 started as a brown belt competition.
He semester. Tohokuof Bostonwill be
strongest player on the team, will probably get the starting assignment miserable, rainy day with a long finished a respectable fourth in the sponsoring a tournament in two
and will probably hold it if he hits more consistently. Pushing him is drive to , Enfield, Connecticut
172-189lb. division.
weeks as a warm up for the
freshman Dave Boudria (Fall River, Mass.), who has been looking good where the New England Regional
In the white belt division much Eastern Regionals and features
held.
be
to
was
at the plate.
Judo tournament
improvement was observed in several national competitors. In
Second Base: Your basic dog fight is taking place here between The competition consisted of R.I.C.'s youthful competitors. Of Stanford, Connecticut, April 24th
and the six entries, four were rewarded and 25th, the East Coast Regionals
returning starter Dave Ward (Fall River, Mass.), freshman Chuck Per.ry twenty-five organizations
(Tiverton, R.I.) and freshman Jim Proccicianti (Johnston, R.I.). Ward, a clubs from Maine, New Hamp- for their diligent efforts. Richard will
including
held,
be
junior, is number one at the moment because of his experience; he hit shire, New York, Massachusetts,
Walsh and David Petrone com- organizations
from Maine to
only .230last season but he struck out just seven times in 87 at-bats, an Connecticut, and Rhode Island.
pletely dominated the 144-156lb. Florida.
indication that he usually got the bat on the ball.
R.I.C. division. Rich won three of his four
the
of
members
the
For
Shortstop: Senior Tim Mercer (Pawtucket, R.I.), who has started 84
The club's instructor, Mr. Robert
Judo Club, the day turned out to be· matches, losing one by a narrow
consecutive games here, is coming off his best season ever and should most enjoyable and worthwhile. Of decision, earning a well deserved Austin, Nidan (2nd degree black
make a strong bid for All-NewEngland honors. Mercer hit .341in '76, tied the ten members who competed, first place. Dave received third belt), is confident that his club will for the team lead in homers (5) and hits (42), and led the Anchormen in five people placed in their
place by winning two of his four do well and is very pleased with the
at-bats (123),•runs scored (29) and assists (98).
belt - matches. In the 156-172lb. division, progress the club has made this
and
weight
respective
Third Base:-'"Veteran starter Gary DiSciullo has graduated but
Jim Scanlon overpowered his year. Mr. Austin and the members
divisions. The club's highest
Stenhouse has a freshman who has been drawin~ rave notices so far - ranking member, Ian Shearer, opponents with superior mat of the Rhode Island College Judo
Dave Alves, from Middletown, R.I. "Overall, he'1sbeen one of our most Shodan ( 1st degree black belt) techniques winning three of his Club wish to express their apoutstanding players, starting with fall practice and continuing till now," finished third in the 139-143 lb. four matches and first place in that preciation for the continuous moral
Stenhouse says. "He still has a lot to learn aoout hitting but he has ex- division, against a field of national division. Matt Santos, who will and financial support from the
cellent power and I expect him to make a significant contribution, both in competitors. Mike Sugrue, who soon be promoted to Sankyu, did students and staff of Rhode Island
second in the College.
the field and at the plate, in his first season."
recently was promoted to Sankyu very well in placing
Left Field: Junior Tom Grzych (Harrisville, R.I.) will start for the (3rd degree brown belt), fought for 172-189lb. division.
A. S. Drager
The club will be entering at least
third straight year and Coach Stenhouse sees "no way" he'll get off to the
S. L. Drager
this
slow start like he did in '76. Despite dropping from a .374average to .263, his first time against black and two more tournaments
Grzych still has 16 extra-base hits in his overall total 9f 30, including a
team-high nine doubles, and 21 RBI.
Center Field: The top player ever to don.a RIC uniform, junior John
Almon (Warwick, R.I.) is coming off a November knee injury and will be
in the starting lineup on Monday. "John is really attacking the ball in
practice and I feel he will be one of the most looked-at players in our area
this season," Stenhouse says of t)le interest major league scouts have
expressed in his All-New England star. "He is more conscious of his
hitting technique than before and this is very important." Almon has a
.356 career batting average and may become RIC's first All-American
baseball player.
Right Field: Coach Dave Stenhouse does not hesitate when he says
that senior Joe Mikaelian (Cranston, R.I.) is as good a defensive outfielder as anybody else in New England. Mikaelian isn't bad with the
stick either, considering that he has a .336 career batting average.
However, his status for the southern trip i~ questionable at the moment
because of a knee injury suffered last week in practice. "Right now I'm
concerned with Joe being 100per cent for April 5 (the Barrington game),"
Stenhouse says. If he can't start, then his place will be taken by freshman
Bob Guillette, an All-State pick from Cumberland High, the 1976 R.I.
.
Interscholastic League champion.
One other outfielder will probably also see playing time for RIC, Jim
Jones (Warwick, R.I.), who sat out last year after transferring from URI.
R.I.C. put on a respectable performance at the N. E. Regional Judo Tournament. Among the top
l
"Jim is rusty, which is understandable, but he has a lot of power and the finishers were: L. to R. Rich Walsh, Jim Scanlon, Mat Santos and Dave Petrone. Photo by Tom Palombo.
. .
..
.
potential to be a good hitter," says Stenhouse.
NORTH EASTERN
Catcher: RIC will have its best depth ever at this position, which is
REGIONALS
headed by senior Mike Higgins (Cranston, R. I.), a perennial starter and
Enfield, Connecticut
an excellent team leader. Also vying for· playing time are sophomo:es
March 13, 1977
Mike Boyajian (Warwick, R.I.), a .290 hitter last season, and Mike
Name
Rank
L
Weight Class
Emond (Seekonk, Mass.), a transfer from Eckerd College in ~t. Petersw
Ian Shearer
Shodan
1
134-143lb.
2
burg, Fla. Since the Anchormen pl~y 15 doubleheaders this season,
Drager
Steve
Nikyu
2
156-172lb.
.
2
Stenhouse expects to play all tnree.
Tom Quinn
Nikyu
2
Pitching: The Anchormen will miis Russ Dubois (Woonsocket, R.I.),
156-172lb.
1
Mike Sugrue
Sankyu
2
172-189lb.
who is academically ineligible, and his 5-3record, but ~tenhouse expe~ts
2
Rich Walsh
Yonkyu
144-156lb.
to have a sound starting rotation consisting of semor Ken Hopkins
3
Dave Petrone
Yonkyu
2
(Johnston, R.I.), junior Paul Shaughnessy (Cranston, R.I.), and
144-156lb.
2
Jim Scanlon
Rokyu
1
156-172lb.
3
sophomores Dave Flanagan (Pawtucket, R.I.) and Matt Maguire
Paul Kelleher
Rokyu
2
156-172lb.
0
.
<Cranston, R.I.) 1
Matt Santos
Yonkyu
Shaughnessy, who has a 13-3 caree_r record_ and a_ compos1~e 2.43
172-189lb.
2
ERA, is destined to become the winmngest p1tc~er m RIC ~1~to~y;
Hopkins missed the first two-thirds of last season with assorted mJuries
but bounced back to go 3-0with a 2.38ERA; Flanagan, who can also play <Cranston, R.I.) are expected to be the "short" men in the bullpen. Even
first base, was 5-4with a 3.67ERA; and Maguire is moving up after being Alves, who throws very hard, may see spot duty, especially on the
southern trip.
the team's top relief pitcher.
Designated Hitter: Th~ Anchormen lost their top DH from last season
Sophomore lefty Joe Tierney (East Providence, R.I.) has been a
\
.f;,
pleasant surprise so far, according to Ste_nhouse,and is expected to see when Steve Annarummo (Bristol, R.I.), who hit .333, signed with the
and
open
wide
is
job
this
for
Boston Red Sox in January. Competition
\
much action as a starter and a long reliever.
Junior Carmine Coneconte 'Providence, R.I.), who lost time because Stenhouse has several people from whom he can choose, including
Flanagan, whichever catcher is not starting and Boudria.
he was on the basketball team, and strong-armed freshman Len Forrest

RIC ,JUDO DOMINATES
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